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For the patient:
 Back rest shape on both sides provides relaxed position
 Wide armrests on both sides of the pool
 Pool grips provide security when getting in and out

For your sta! :
 Easy cleaning and disinfection
 Easy operation thanks to Comfort-Select
 For clinical use in spontaneous births
 Accessible from at least 3 sides

For your facility:
 Individual requirements with regard to room size, layout and planning
 The balanced shape gives comfort and relaxation
 High longevity
 Ful" lls the hygienic requirements in medical facilities according to DGKH hygienic regulations 

(accessible from 3 sides, over# ow not permitted, water inlet in the leg area, resistant to cleaning and 
disinfecting agents)

MEGA DUO oval med without over� ow

Equipment for delivery rooms and medical accessories

MEGA DUO® oval med 
– without over# ow

MADE IN 

 GERMANY

for clinical use



Easy to clean and hygienic –  
febromed MEGA DUO oval med
In accordance with the special hygienic requirements in medical facilities, we have developed the MEGA 
DUO oval med relaxation pool in cooperation with the bathing facility manufacturer Kaldewei.

Impact-proof, chemical- and color-resistant

The smooth, glashy surface of the MEGA DUO oval med, according to DIN ISO 4532, is impact, scratch 
and abrasion resistant - It does not even cause microscopic scratches. Bacteria do not have a chance to 
settle. The  beautiful, but also hard-wearing surface also convinces with regard to their care properties. 

With the persistently stoved pearl e! ect, the water simply pearls o!  the bathtub while absorbing almost 
all dirt and lime particles. Even dried water spots and limescale residues can be easily removed.You need 
only a soft, damp cloth for cleaning. Thus, the tub always looks like new.

The tub is made of high-grade steel enamel 3.5 mm at Kaldewei according to own recipe. Steel enamel 
3.5 mm is resistant to all cosmetic and medical bath additives and perfumes that are tolerated by human 
skin, in accordance with DIN ISO 2722, class AA. Steel enamel 3.5 is lightfast and resistant to UV light. 
Therefore it does not fade, even after 30 years of use.

Armature column
With double in" ow tap and terminal 
# lter system with quick-coupling 
adapter.
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PELVITUB® cushion
Firm adhesion by 9 suction cups at the 
bottom;  variabel in use.

Heating
Maintains the water temperature at a 
constant rate to prevent cooling.

SOUNDWAVE
The innovative bath-audio-system 
makes the Meda Duo med oval a 
sound body.
The several components including the 
Bluetooth® receiver are hidden under 
the bathtub.
The receiver can play audio # les 
from any  Bluetooth®-enabled device 
wirelessly.

COMFORT SELECT
The electronic control unit with 
control panel o! ers the following 
additional functions:

 Water level sensor, prevents from 
over" owing

 Opening and closing the valve cone
 Shower function
 Temperature settings
 Child protection
 Cleaning lock
 Running time bathtub # lling
 Thermal disinfection of the outlet 

pipes with a water temperature of 
65 °C

PALL-FILTER
Optional use of Pall # lters to prevent 
water germination; Legionella 
prevention.

Pool grip
It is particularly high drawn and 
ensures a # rm hold without having to 
bend over to the tub rim.

Lighting set Spectrallight
O! ers a pleasant bathing experi-
ence due to lighting e! ects full of 
atmosphere. 

accessories


